
Join in with the learning at 
home... 

Why don’t you watch…? 

· NHS – Body Tour: http://www.childrenfirst.nhs.uk/kids/health/

body_tour/ 

Why don’t you try…? 

· Making a model of a human skeleton or organ. 

· Keeping a fitness diary. 

Why don’t you read…? 

· Non-fiction books relating to the human body. 

· The Human Body – Horrible Science 

· BBC Science Website – Human Body: 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/science/humanbody/  

Stone age to Iron Age 
This term, we shall also have a 2 week mini topic, in which we will be 

learning about the changes to houses, tools and lifestyles, during the stone 

age and iron age, and comparing them to today. 

As part of this, we are ex-

cited to have a visit from 

‘The History Man’ to help 

us bring this topic to life. 

Blood, Bones 
and body bits 

Year 6 Summer Term 



in each subject, we will be 
learning ... 

 

Our focus at Southway is very much on a creative cur-
riculum. We aim to develop the children as independ-
ent learners and give them opportunities to lead the 
direction of a learning journey whenever possible.  This 
requires some flexibility within the curriculum but we 
will cover the following skills over the course 
of the spring term. 
 
In Literacy we will be studying ‘Pig Heart Boy’ by 
Malorie Blackman and will write persuasive texts 
and balanced arguments.  

In Science we will be learning about the human body and 
healthy and unhealthy lifestyles. 

In Computing we will be creating comic strips and 
movie making. 

PE lessons will be swimming, learning tennis and 
cricket skills and developing skills across a variety 
of athletic disciplines. 

Art lessons will focus on portraits.  

In French we will be learning language relating 
to the human body and feelings.  

In music we will be practising performance skills to incorpo-
rate in our Production. 

This term, we shall  
experience ... 

 

 

This term at school we are going to enrich the learning with… 

Year 6 Production      Free 
Year 6 Leavers Assembly    Free 
Cooking          £0.50 
Chessington World of Adventures  £20.00 
The History Man       £5.50 
  

  Total:   £26.00 

*Approximate cost – pricing will be confirmed once all arrange-
ments are confirmed.   

 
 

Some of the questions we hope 
to answer this term are... 

 

How does the human heart work? 

How long can the body survive for without food or water? 

How do we cope with change? 

How do artists express their views? 

What makes a good performance? 


